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Legal news portal Live Law
was awarded ‘The Best Online
Legal Research Tool 2018’ at
the India Legal Awards 2018
in December. Live Law was also
shortlisted for the Agami Prize.

March 2020

The Economic and Political
Weekly turned 50. A film
commissioned by the Weekly
documents its journey to
attaining a global reputation for
excellence in independent scholarship
and critical inquiry. It now occupies a
coveted place in the intellectual history
of independent India.

The Ken has also flourished in the

The Better India(TBI) launched
January
2019
TBI Malayalam in November
institutional
subscription space,
2018. TBI also with
launched the

about 100 corporates and 8-plus leading
Management institutes - including the
IIMs, ISB and the Harvard Business
School, amongst its subscribers.

Innovation Marathon 2018,
in partnership with Atal
Innovation Mission and the NITI Aayog,
receiving over 1,400 applications. TBI’s
campaign in partnership with MG
Motors India won the Drivers of Digital
Awards 2018 prize at Inkspell 2018. This
campaign also bagged a Silver Maddie
in the category ‘Gender Equity’ for
creating content to “communicate gender
sensitivity, inclusiveness, and equitable
nature” in November 2018.

F Workshop:
ainability Goals for
Revenue streams beyond
e News Media” advertising and subscriptions
IDR: IDR was appointed as the
knowledge partner for the
India Climate Collaborative
(ICC). The ICC is a first of
its kind collaborative that is
seeking to drive investment
and action around climate change in India.
At least 10 major philanthropies -- run
by captains of industry, including Ratan
Tata, Anand Mahindra, Rohini Nilekani,
Nadir Godrej, Aditi and Rishad Premji, and
Hemendra Kothari, among others -- are
part of this initiative.



Khabar Lahariya’s work was
cited by Splice Media under
the ‘Must-watch’ list for
South Asian newsrooms. It
was also recommended by
Asian Correspondent and International
Journalists’ Network.
Down to Earth’s
(DTE) story on the
death of lions in the
Gir National Park led to recruitment of
an increased number of Range Officers
in the sanctuary. DTE’s story on the
Satkosia Tiger-Translocation Project
was presented to the Odisha Chief
Minister's office as ‘key learnings’ in the
process of translocation of Tigers.

Apart from subscriptions, the grantees’ have
innovated in building a diverse set of revenue
streams to build sustainable and independent
newsrooms, eschewing the paywall.

IndiaSpend won the SouthAsia Laadli Media award
for its reporting on gender
sensitivity and gender issues
in October 2018. One of their
reporters also won the Global
Health Reporting Contest for reporting
on maternal and child health in India in
November 2018.

i. Content creation

• Niche websites like Live History India
with its deep-dive into Indian history
and heritage, have been able to sell its
unique skills to monetise its content
through partnerships with corporates,
state governments and other institutions
around specific themes. This is done
without diluting its core content by
ensuring that partnerships
overlap with
ipsmf.org
editorial goals; and focus on building
ubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai,
Think
annuity-type
revenues which are critical
Pragati; Disha Mullick, Khabar Lahariya; Siddharth Varadarajan, The
Wire
for
content start-ups in the long-run.
 LHI: LHI’s first book, ‘Quirky History’, which
The Bastion: The Bastion’s co-publishing
partnership with Mongabay
has led to its reporter,
Vaishnavi Rathore being
awarded a fellowship along
with the Foundation for
Ecological Security. She will be covering
stories on environmental governance in the
Himalayas over the next few months.



Samachara’s
relentless follow-up
and coverage of the
Kodagu floods was used by the district
administration as critical inputs for its
rehabilitation program during the crisis.
The News Minute’s story
on forced C-Section
deliveries in India won
it ICFJ’s 2018 Global
Health Reporting Contest.
News Minute's story on
transgenders won the SCARF Media
award for mental health reporting for
exploring how "trans-genders are prone to
mental health issues due to social stigma
and the biological upheaval during the
medical gender-affirmation process".
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mantra

1. Create high-quality journalism
and ‘smart content’
(customised to your audience
needs in information, emotion
and language)

Left-Right: Shubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai, Think
Pragati; Disha Mullick, Khabar Lahariya; Siddharth Varadarajan, The Wire

2. Find your audience and niche;
Tand deep-connect with your
readers to convert them in to
subscribers or donors.
he Foundation organised a
Workshop on Sustainability
for its grantees. The Workshop
turned out to be an effective platform
for knowledge and experience sharing.
Almost all of our grantees attended
the Workshop and spoke on the
sustainability goals that were set for
themselves.
The Foundation’s CEO, Sunil
Rajshekhar welcomed participants
and briefly shared some highlights
and successes of Grantees. The
interventions in niche segments
like Law, Environment, Business etc
apart from News, Opinion, Policy
and Governance had led to a very
diverse set of entities supported by
the Foundation. As the opporunities
for online news media in regional
languages was huge, grantees were
encouraged to explore opportunities to
move into this space.
The combined audience reach of
all the grantees put-together was
minuscule in comparison to the reach
that some of the mainstream media
sites commanded. Yet the ‘share of
voice’ that the Foundation’s grantees
command in the media eco-system
is far greater and impactful. The
Foundation was exploring a few
steps to help in the path to grantee
sustenance:
i) Cost reduction – explore possibility
of identifying a common
networking and hosting platform to
achieve economies of scale.
ii) Social Media growth – create a
consulting service for grantees to

maximise on Social Media reach.
iii) Monetising Audience ‘reach’ The Top 5 grantee sites which
command over 80% of the total
traffic can combine together for
monetisation through a good
media-buying entity.
The Workshop focused on three
broad themes:
1. Widening your audience base with
niche content
2. Importance of creating a
sustainable media company and
3. Sustainability of non-profits.

3. Leverage every opportunity
in revenue gathering –
subscription, advertising,
merchandising, content creation
& services, events. Don’t
depend on just one source.
Innovate.

In addition, a session on ‘Effective
Usage of Social Media for Online News
Ventures’ was conducted by Sejal
Poladia who is Social Media lead at a
technology company.
The leitmotif of each of the sessions
was ‘sustainability’ – ensuring
long-term business stability without
compromising the integrity of their
journalism.
Some key takeaways :
1. The bedrock, towards
creating a sustainable media
entity: Trust and credibility,
well-narrated, deeply reported
independent journalism and
high-level of reader engagement,
building a reputation for news
breaks, creating a liberal
newsroom, being balanced
and letting people see what
is there to see. – (Dhanya
Rajendran-The News Minute,
Seema Singh- The Ken and
Y.P Rajesh-The Print).

As evidenced by their growth,
donor and philanthropic funding
remain critical and essential
for online independent media,
especially in the initial years.

...continued on Page 2

been able to bring-in revenue through
development communication services
like training and workshops for NGOs.
• East Mojo, was unable to raise
advertising revenues due to its struggles
with technology behind programmatic
content and the limited size of the
market in the Northeast. Therefore,
it has engaged in creating sponsored
content and events, to build unique and
monetisable intellectual properties.
ii. Reimagining news content
• Asiaville is a grantee which has
reimagined news and current affairs
space for the millennial audience. It has
leveraged its skills in tailoring content
to a specific audience in different Indianlanguage segments for OTT platforms
like Dailyhunt, Spotify and Audible,
amongst others. Keeping in mind its
young audience, it has created special
products in education, personality
development, etc.
Asiaville has also focused on ‘hyperlocal’ content creation for specific tier-1
and tier-2 cities – Trichur, Madurai, Agra,
Ghaziabad, Malappuram in Kerala, etc.
• Live Law is on the cusp of creating
packaged content in the form of a
historical bank of important legal cases
like Abrogation of Article 370 or the
Ayodhya dispute. The bank will contain
all records dating back to the first petition
till the final judgement which readers can
access on a pai d basis.
Contd. on Page 4
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Legal news portal Live Law
was awarded ‘The Best Online
Legal Research Tool 2018’ at
the India Legal Awards 2018
in December. Live Law was also
shortlisted for the Agami Prize.

March 2020
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The Economic and Political
Weekly turned 50. A film
commissioned by the Weekly
documents its journey to
attaining a global reputation for
excellence in independent scholarship
and critical inquiry. It now occupies a
coveted place in the intellectual history
of independent India.

Grantee Impact: Ripples of
January 2019
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IPSMF Workshop:
change “Sustainability Goals for
Online News Media”

The Better India(TBI) launched
TBI Malayalam in November
2018. TBI also launched the
Innovation Marathon 2018,
in partnership with Atal
Innovation Mission and the NITI Aayog,
receiving over 1,400 applications. TBI’s
campaign in partnership with MG
Motors India won the Drivers of Digital
Awards 2018 prize at Inkspell 2018. This
campaign also bagged a Silver Maddie
in the category ‘Gender Equity’ for
creating content to “communicate gender
sensitivity, inclusiveness, and equitable
nature” in November 2018.

The impact of the IPSMF grantees’ stories is now increasingly in evidence. Stories that are creating positive change by forcing
the powers to act, and are even cited by civil society as credible evidence in the courts. We bring you select instances.

F Workshop:
ainability Goals for
e News Media”
 The CSE, the promoters of
Down to Earth brought out the
findings of its lab study of
fast-food brands in India ‘every
bite kills’. The study found extremely high
levels of salt, fats and trans-fats that are
much above permissible levels.
(https://bit.ly/39ClX0F)
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published an exclusive story
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Khabar Lahariya’s work was
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international
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The Foundation’s CEO, Sunil
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report
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Minister's office as ‘key learnings’ in the
2. Importance of creating a
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process of translocation of Tigers.
sustainable media company and
and successes of Grantees. The
was picked up by the Indian embassy,
3. Sustainability of non-profits.
interventions in niche segments
IndiaSpend won the Southlike Law, Environment, Business etc
Asia Laadli Media award
an investigation launched, and a number
 In partnership with HuffPost
News,
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story
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for its reporting on gender
In addition,
apart from
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iii. Merchandising, publishing

Some of IPSMF grantees have also explored
the avenue of merchandising as a source of
revenue, built around a cause or an identity.

• Khabar Lahariya has also explored
merchandising through its sale of
products like T-shirts that are branded
around Bundelkhand (the area they cover)
and other KL branded products.

• DTE also plans to explore merchandising
by selling products revolving around
content. It also publishes the Annual State
of the Environment Report. Interestingly it
has explored publishing food books, which
leverage DTE’s deep insight into hinterland
India and its bio-diversity to bring recipes
from the far corners.

Legal news portal Live Law
was awarded ‘The Best Online
Legal Research Tool 2018’ at
the India Legal Awards 2018
in December. Live Law was also
shortlisted for the Agami Prize.

March 2020

The Economic and Political
Weekly turned 50. A film
commissioned by the Weekly
documents its journey to
attaining a global reputation for
excellence in independent scholarship
and critical inquiry. It now occupies a
coveted place in the intellectual history
of independent India.

The Better India(TBI) launched
TBI Malayalam in November
2018. TBI also launched the
Innovation Marathon 2018,
in partnership with Atal
Innovation Mission and the NITI Aayog,
receiving over 1,400 applications. TBI’s
campaign in partnership with MG
Motors India won the Drivers of Digital
Awards 2018 prize at Inkspell 2018. This
campaign also bagged a Silver Maddie
in the category ‘Gender Equity’ for
creating content to “communicate gender
sensitivity, inclusiveness, and equitable
nature” in November 2018.

• The Print, for instance, has been able
to leverage social media, especially
YouTube. It now earns a major chunk of its
commercial revenues from social media.
Longform programming like ‘Cut the
Clutter’ anchored by Shekhar Gupta and
‘Word On the Street’ by Shahbaz Ansar
have done extremely well in terms of both
traction and revenue. Live events - which
are streamed on social media, other than
adding to branding and visibility also
bring in revenues.

Khabar Lahariya’s work was
cited by Splice Media under
the ‘Must-watch’ list for
South Asian newsrooms. It
was also recommended by
Asian Correspondent and International
Journalists’ Network.
Down to Earth’s
(DTE) story on the
death of lions in the
Gir National Park led to recruitment of
an increased number of Range Officers
in the sanctuary. DTE’s story on the
Satkosia Tiger-Translocation Project
was presented to the Odisha Chief
Minister's office as ‘key learnings’ in the
process of translocation of Tigers.

Samachara’s
relentless follow-up
and coverage of the
Kodagu floods was used by the district
administration as critical inputs for its
rehabilitation program during the crisis.

January 2019

IPSMF Workshop:

Online News Media”

Left-Right: Shubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai, Think
Pragati; Disha Mullick, Khabar Lahariya; Siddharth Varadarajan, The Wire

he Foundation organised a
Workshop on Sustainability
for its grantees. The Workshop
turned out to be an effective platform
for knowledge and experience sharing.
Almost all of our grantees attended
the Workshop and spoke on the
sustainability goals that were set for
themselves.
The Foundation’s CEO, Sunil
Rajshekhar welcomed participants
and briefly shared some highlights
and successes of Grantees. The
interventions in niche segments
like Law, Environment, Business etc
apart from News, Opinion, Policy
and Governance had led to a very
diverse set of entities supported by
the Foundation. As the opporunities
for online news media in regional
languages was huge, grantees were
encouraged to explore opportunities to
move into this space.
The combined audience reach of
all the grantees put-together was
minuscule in comparison to the reach
that some of the mainstream media
sites commanded. Yet the ‘share of
voice’ that the Foundation’s grantees
command in the media eco-system
is far greater and impactful. The
Foundation was exploring a few
steps to help in the path to grantee
sustenance:
i) Cost reduction – explore possibility
of identifying a common
networking and hosting platform to
achieve economies of scale.
ii) Social Media growth – create a
consulting service for grantees to

maximise on Social Media reach.
iii) Monetising Audience ‘reach’ The Top 5 grantee sites which
command over 80% of the total
traffic can combine together for
monetisation through a good
media-buying entity.
The Workshop focused on three
broad themes:
1. Widening your audience base with
niche content
2. Importance of creating a
sustainable media company and
3. Sustainability of non-profits.

In addition, a session on ‘Effective
Usage of Social Media for Online News
Ventures’ was conducted by Sejal
Poladia who is Social Media lead at a
technology company.
The leitmotif of each of the sessions
was ‘sustainability’ – ensuring
long-term business stability without
compromising the integrity of their
journalism.
Some key takeaways :
1. The bedrock, towards
creating a sustainable media
entity: Trust and credibility,
well-narrated, deeply reported
independent journalism and
high-level of reader engagement,
building a reputation for news
breaks, creating a liberal
newsroom, being balanced
and letting people see what
is there to see. – (Dhanya
Rajendran-The News Minute,
Seema Singh- The Ken and
Y.P Rajesh-The Print).

• Live Law, in a similar vein, has begun a
unique feature ‘Firm View’ that enables
legal firms and lawyers to showcase their
work, post job-vacancies, and contribute
articles, at a cost. The Live Law editor
points out that this facility fills a gap,
where lawyers and legal firms are not
allowed to advertise, and therefore ‘Firm
view’ enables the law firms to promote and
brand themselves.

The News Minute’s story
on forced C-Section
deliveries in India won
it ICFJ’s 2018 Global
Health Reporting Contest.
News Minute's story on
transgenders won the SCARF Media
award for mental health reporting for
exploring how "trans-genders are prone to
mental health issues due to social stigma
and the biological upheaval during the
medical gender-affirmation process".

v. Innovation
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of revenues, innovation is also high on the
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theme-based, biannual report. This has also • The News Minute (TNM) is launching a
been an important maximise
source of revenue
forMediaunique
on Social
reach.experiment which combines the
on organised a
DTE.
strengths
of hyper-local content, leveraging
iii) Monetising Audience ‘reach’
n Sustainability

Issue No. 007

TNM  whose primary source of revenues
is advertisements (about 55 per cent) is
launching a paid membership facility
for the NRIs, who constitute about 20
per cent of their audience and are deeply
engaged. TNM is building a community
by providing discussion boards, access to
editors, customized events, etc. The effort
T at the South Indian diaspora,
is targeted
in the US and the Middle East, who are
keen and curious to know about news
and events from the places of their origin.
TNM seeks to provide an ‘emotional
connect’ to the audience by reporting on
local issues – going hyper-local to the
extent of even providing customized news
of an event, a locality or a development on
demand.

IndiaSpend won the SouthAsia Laadli Media award
for its reporting on gender
sensitivity and gender issues
in October 2018. One of their
reporters also won the Global
Health Reporting Contest for reporting
on maternal and child health in India in
November 2018.

• Dool News is also able to raise revenues by
monetising its social media presence that
includes revenues coming from Facebook‘s
Instant Articles, ad-breaks and YouTube
advertisements.

IPSMFnews
Independent and Public Spirited Media Foundation

the digital
platform to buildGoals
a community,
“Sustainability
for
and exploiting offline synergies.

iv. Social media platforms
The deprioritizing of news by social media
January 2019
platforms
means that while the traction may
be high in terms of numbers, monetization
is still an issue – especially for news sites.
However, some entities have broken the code.

F Workshop:
ainability Goals for
e News Media”
• Feminism In India - FII is designing
products around feminism, gender
equity and women’s wellness to be
sold through their online store.
This also helps in branding and visibility.
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vi. philanthropic funding
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